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ABSTRACT
A test program involving a series of pressurized cold gas (nitrogen) firings
and a series of live rocket firings has been conducted to evaluate the cratering
which would be expected from a re-entry capsule using retro rockets to assist
in a soft earth landing. These firings involved both stationary jets and jets
moving with horizontal velocities as high as 30 ft/sec over sand, scalped earth
and sod soils.
It was found that for jet surface pressures above a critical value, cratering
resulted from an "explosive" failure of the material as the yield strength of the
soil below the surface was exceeded. For lower surface pressures cratering
results from a relatively gradual erosion action.
A somewhat detailed theoretical model has been developed to explain the
explosive cratering resulting from a single rocket at normal incidence in the
soil surface. Also, a simplified method has been developed which will permit
engineering estimates of crater dimensions to be made over a variety of jet-
soil conditions.
The jet and soil properties which are significant in crater formation have
been defined in a manner suitable for engineering applications over a wide range
of terrestrial conditions.
Mr. Jerry E. McCullough, Landing Technology Branch, was the Technical
Supervisor and the work herein reported was accolrlplished under Contract No.
NAS9-4825 with Manned Spacecraft Center, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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SOIL EROSION STUDY (LANDING ROCKETS)
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this project is to evaIl_ate the effect of a descending rocket
exhaust on soils in an earth environment. Characteristic expressions and
curves have been developed from theoretical analysis and experimental data
which, along with rocket motor performance can be used to predict cratering
effects during a soft earth landing.
Two general experimental methods have been used and the effects on sand,
clay and sod surfaces have been studied.
(I) A series of cold flow tests were run using pressurized nitrogen
through a nozzle used for the Honest John spin rocket -- throat
diameter 0.54", perfectly expanded for chamber pressure, Pc = 271psia.
These tests were conducted in sand, clay and sod soils, and involved
both a stationary jet and a moving jet with horizontal velocity com-
ponents as high as Z5 ft/sec.
(Z) Also, a series of Hot firing tests were run using surplus Honest
John spin rockets. For the hot flow tests, the rockets were
mounted on a descending carriage whose motion with respect
to the ground simulated closely that of a landing capsule.
Information has been developed which defines the problem areas, provides
assistance for retro-rocket scaling, and which describes basic effects of gas
jets impinging on sand and clays. Some theory also has been developed to relate
crater dimensions to the ground surface pressure and the soil characteristics.
II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
i. Stationary Cold Gas Tests
The cold test apparatus (illustrated in Figure I) consisted of a high
pressure tank and controls mounted ona heavy trailer. This was
used to provide gas flow through an Honest John spin rocket nozzle
for thrust levels up to 650 pounds.
Most of the tests were made on soil samples in large bins, some
tests were also run on previously undisturbed field soils.
(i) Contract NAS9-48Z5, Soil Erosion by Landing Rockets
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A few tests were made with the nozzle canted at various angles
from the vertical.
Z. Moving Cold Gas Tests
Tests were also made with the jets moving horizontally at various
nozzle heights and at speeds up to Z5 ft/sec. These moving tests
were made both in bins and in undisturbed field soils.
3. Hot Firing Tests - General Program
The tests were carried out with the configuration shown in Figure
Z. These tests consisted of firing small jets (Honest John spin
rockets) vertically downward as the rocket mount (or carriage)
approached the earth at three angles between 41 degrees and
70 degrees. The vertical velocities, at the time of firing, were
approximately Z7 ft/sec in each case, but the horizontal velocity
varied with the angle of approach - from about I0 ft/sec to 30 ft/sec.
The rocket was fired into three types of terrain: (i) dry sand in
deep pits, (Z) natural sod, (3) scalped earth, which consisted in
large part of clay and silt.
4. Pressure Distribution on Surfaces
Pressure distribution on the surface within the impingement areas
were measured for various chamber pressures and nozzle heights
and for both flat and concave surfaces.
5. Soil Tests
Shear tests and moisture content determinations were made on the
soil samples at £he hot test site and a specimen of field soil was
submitted to a testing laboratory for composition analysis.
6. General Conclusions
For low surface pressures, the cratering in stan_dis somewhat
like that shown in studies by Leonard Roberts _zl, Norman Land
(Z) Roberts, Leonard: The Interaction of a Rocket Exhaust with the Lunar
Surface. Presented at a Specialist' Mtg. on "The Fluid Dynamic Aspects
of Space Flight" (Marseille, Ft.), AGARD, April Z0-Z4, 1964.
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and Leonard Clar1< (3) and Stitt(4). However when the surface
pressures become higher than some critical value, distinctly
different phenomena occur:
(a) An entrainment phenomena ensues for about 50 milli-
seconds (for the particular jet-valve configuration)
blowing away the loose surface areas and producing
a small cavity or pocket on the surface. During this
phase erosion begins, first under the center of the
jet and then quickly spreading laterally.
(b) Then there follows an almost explosive action, lasting
150 to 300 milliseconds (in sand -- and somewhat longer
for clay) thereby forming an "initial crater". High
speed motion pictures show soil being lifted into a
bubble, or cake-like structure and then being thrown out
to form the crater. For a 600 pound thrust level, this
initial crater may be 40 inches or more in diameter and
2.0 inches deep.
(c) After the initial crater is formed, its diameter changes
very little with time, and the depth increases much more
slowly. Although the initial crater forms in about 300
milliseconds, typically, it may require 5 seconds to
double the initial depth.
The whole cratering action is accompanied by the shooting of a geyser of
soil more than 40 feet into the air, and the velocities of the particles near the
crater have been estimated to be in excess of 60 ft/sec.
It is believed that the cratering action may be due to simultaneous, and
consecutive action of several effects:
(a) The overloading and rupturing of the soil, as its shear
strength is exceededjto produce a momentary cavity.
The impingement surface is then no longer a plane but
a deep cup, and the pressure distribution is altered
drastically.
(3) Land, Norman & Clark, Leonard V.: Investigation of Jet Impingement
of Surfaces of Fine Particles in a Vacuum Environment, NASA TN D-2633.
(4) Stitt, Leonard V.: Interaction of Highly Under-Expanded Jets with
Simulated Lunar Surfaces, NASA TN D-1095.
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(b) The pressures on the interior surfaces, act laterally
and upwardly and "blow out" the surrounding soil.
(c) In coarse or porous soils an internal pressurization
also contributes to the "blow out". That is, gas enters
and spreads through the pores for some distance. This
latter effect is important where many veins and fissures
exist in an otherwise compact soil.
(d) The "blow out" again changes the pressure distribution,
vents the surrounding space and drops the stresses on
lateral surfaces to very low values, so that there is
relatively little more "widening" action. Entrainment
of surface particles is present, to a greater or less
degree, throughout the whole action.
(e) A mathematical model which describes the detailed
mechanisms of the cratering action is presented
in Section V. This model appears to be basically
valid for the conditions studied in the program.
Section VII enumerates an "engineering tool" which
can be used to predict jet cratering action.
III. DETAILED DATA AND OBSERVATIONS
i. 0 Detailed results of the test program are presented here along with
certain observations and comments concerning the specific tests.
I. I Pressure Distribution on Surfaces: In order to evaluate the cratering
action it was necessary to know the pressure distribution on the ground surface.
Preliminary literature surveys indicated that data for jets of the type used in
the Honest John spin rocket was quite limited, and therefore it was necessary to
perform tests at Hayes to determine this quantity.
A flat aluminum plate was fitted with a number of pressure sensing
orifices extending in three directions from a central orifice. This orifice plate
was mounted rigidly and was carefully positioned directly below the jet.
All tests were conducted under ambient atmospheric pressures and
temperature s.
After determining that the pressure distribution was sensibly symmet-
rical, the jet was fired at several different chamber pressures, and this pro-
cedure was repeated for several heights of the nozzle above the plate, making a
4
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total of over 40 shots. However, only a limited number of curves are presented
here to show the typical forms.
Figures 3 through 5 show the pressure distribution curves for the
Honest John nozzle-exit radius 0.44 inch and perfectly expanded at sea level for
a chamber pressure of Z71 psia.
A second nozzle having the same exit orifice, but having a perfect
expansion for a 1500 psia chamber pressure, also was tested. The "1500 psia"
nozzle data is shown in Figures 6 through 8.
In addition to the measurements of pressure distribution on a flat
surface, it was felt that a knowledge of the distribution on a deeply concave
surface would be very helpful in understanding the action of the jet in craters.
The concave aluminum surface (Figure 9) is virtually parabolic at the
lower extremity, and then fares into a cylindrical section in the upper part. The
vessel is 18 inches deep over-all, and some IZ inches in diameter at the cylind-
rical open end.
The pressure distributions on the surface of this "ogive" vessel, for
the nozzles described above, are shown in Figures i0 through 13.
It is worthy of note that the pressure distributions on the concave
surface are more uniform and symmetrical than those on the flat plate.
Z. 0 Cold Gas Static Tests
The test apparatus is illustrated in Figure I. Basically it consisted
of a pressure vessel and suitable controls mounted on a heavy trailer. The
system supplied gas at controlled pressure to a nozzlemounted at the end of an
outrigger line extending laterally from the trailer.
The gas flow (nitrogen) was controlled by a line regulator which could
be pre-set at any pressure from tank pressure to nearly zero.
The trailer mount facilitated the making of moving jet tests and also
made it possible to transport the whole system to field test sites.
An electrically actuated ball valve was mounted in the line between
the regulator and the nozzle. A pressure sensor measured the pressure at the
nozzle chamber and transmitted a signal to a remote recorder.
An automatic timer switch was arranged to make and break the circuit
to the ball valve in accord with preset values.
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The gas supply line extended horizontally from the pressure supply
for about seven feet and then turned vertically downward to the nozzle. The
vertical section had several joints so it was possible to vary the height of the
nozzle quite easily.
For stationary firing and especially for pressure distribution mea-
surements the horizontal section of the supply line was anchored by guys to the
ground,otherwise the reaction caused the jet to shift 3 to 5 degrees.
The tests in sand and some of the clay tests, were made on soil
samples contained in large wooden bins - about 30 inches deep and 6 x I0 feet
in plan dimensions. However most of the tests in clay and in sod were made
at field sites where the soil had been undisturbed for several years.
The tank was normally pressurized to 3000 psi but for field tests the
original pressure was as high as 4000 psi. This was sufficient for 15 to Z5 shots
depending on the time duration of the shots and the chamber pressures at which
they were made.
As each shot was made, the average dimensions of the crater were
measured and recorded.
Z. 1 Sand: Figures 14 through 16 show typical contours of craters in sand
for various chamber pressures, heights, and times.
Most of the deeper craters show effects of slumping and "fall in"
The craters made at low pressures have a shallow dish shape. However, the
craters formed at high pressure usually have a sharp downward cusp at the
center.
Z. Z Clay: The craters in clay vary even more widely, due principally to
nonhomogeneity of the soil. In some instances a relatively small clear hole
goes down two feet or more and from this, gas spreads laterally to break up the
surrounding ground into large chunks so that no clearly defined crater is formed.
This occurs in soils where there are subsurface faults which permit dissipation
of the jet gases. For field clays which are homogeneous laterally, but which
possess a hard surface layer for several inches and soft clay underneath, a wide
mouth crater is formed which narrows to a steep apex a foot or two from the
surface.
In other places where the clay is relatively homogeneous, "good"
craters are formed. They appear much like the ones found in damp sand. Two
such clay craters are shown in Figure 17.
6
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The size and shape of craters in clay varies widely due to moisture
content and distribution, and due to stratification where hard dense strata are
mingled with softer porous material.
Z. 3 Oblique Incidence: Although this was not a specified contractual
objective a series of shots was made with the jet inclined at angles up to 40
degrees with the vertical, in order tentatively to evaluate the effects of oblique
incidence.
Typical crater shapes are shown in Figures 18 through Z0.
It is seen that they are slightly oval -- elongated in the direction which
included the firing angle. However, in sand, the over-all crater dimensions are
essentially the same as those made with the jet at normal incidence. The ratio
of major to minor diameters (i. 25) was no greater than some of the variations in
the latter craters.
Noteworthy factors are:
(a) The deepest point does not coincide with the aiming-point-after-
excavation. It was more nearly directly under the aiming point
on the undisturbed flat surface.
(b) For the 40 degree angle, (Figure Z0) a distinct channel-like
depression was left, as shown, along the projection of the
line of action of the jet. This could have been caused by the
same action which leaves the downward "cusps" at the bottom
of normal craters.
3. 0 Cold Gas Moving Jet Tests: The effect of a moving jet was found by
pulling the jet trailer past the sand bins and field clay,at various speeds and with
the nozzle at various heights. The speed was determined by measuring the time
required for the Z5 foot trailer to pass a fixed sighting point.
3. 1 Sand: The cratering, or trenching action, in sand, by a horizontally
moving jet, shows characteristics generally similar to those of a stationary jet
in the same material. However, inasmuch as the time of impingement on a given
area by a jet moving I0 to Z5 feet a second is considerably less than the times used
for a stationary jet, the over-all crater dimensions are smaller. Two distinct
types of action were observed. For the lower surface pressure velocity products_
the trench left by the moving jet was softly rounded as shown at B of Figure 2.1.
At higher pressures, however, the trench had vertical sides and slump lines
were observed paralleling the trench on both sides.
For the moving jet, in sand, the explosion-like action observed with
stationary jets causes a "bow wave", perhaps a foot or so high, to accompany the
7
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jet. This is then followed by a "rooster tail" explosive geyser of sand which
rises many feet diagonally upward and to the rear. At higher horizontal speeds
of the jet, the impingement point moves forward until it coincides with the lead-
ing edge of the "bow wave". However, the following rooster tail seems little
affected by the increase in speed.
The high pressure trench was also characterized by considerable
"fill in"
Figures ZZ and Z3 show measured contours of trench cross sections.
The width of the trench varies slightly with the jet's horizontal
velocity while the depth variation is more pronounced (Figure 24).
It should be noted that for the tests of a moving jet in sand, the valve
was opened and the jet stabilized a full second or two before the jet was carried
over the sand bin. Thus, the effect of a changing jet pressure was not observed
in these tests. This procedure contrasted with that of jets over clay which were
conducted in the field where, by necessity, the pressure was allowed to build up
and shut down while the jet was at the controlled horizontal speed. Thus, in the
sand tests the mode of jet pressure applications, together with the porosity of
sand and the short paths possible, acted to diminish any blow out and ditching
pattern which was observed in the traces in sod and clay. Figure 2.4 shows the
relation between crater dimensions, horizontal velocity and height of nozzle.
3. Z Clay: The same cold gas and trailer mount shown in Figure 1 was
used to conduct these moving jet tests. The tests were conducted at the same
location as the stationary tests. At the time these tests were conducted the area
possessed a substantial sod cover. The results of the tests are best understood
by referring to the drawings of Figures Z5 through ?.7. These outlines are ap-
proximately to scale. The "blow out" and trenching effect is immediately evident.
It should also be noted that the width and depth of the traces vary
but slightly with the horizontal speed - - as with sand. Cross-hatched areas
represent broken and lifted, but not expelled, terrain.
In general, the traces begin and end with narrow and shallow sections
due to the buildup and dying out of the pressure. Maximum pressure is attained
0.4 to 0. 7 second after the beginning of the discharge_at the left, in each instance.
The variation in the character of the soil and sod, even over distances
as short as Z0 feet, makes it difficult to distinguish the effects which are strictly
due to the horizontal motion. However, the alternate wide and narrow trench
sections were also noted in the Hot Gas tests to be described, although in the
case of the latter, only one showed more than a single blow-out before the
terminal crater.
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3. 3 Comparison of Clay and Sand Trenches: The tests of moving jets on
heavy natural sodded soils showed one characteristic distinctly different from
that observed in loose sand. This is alternate wide craters connected by narrow
ditches. Some of the effect is due to varying soil characteristics at various
positions along the jet's path. However, there may also be the effect of a "blow
out" occurring whenever the impingement point is surrounded too closely by "walls".
This blow out then vents the path and allows excess pressure to discharge back
along the path until another soft area is encountered where the thrust of the }et
makes an unusually deep penetration, thus forming a cup.
This periodic blowout and channeling was observed both in tests by
the cold jet and by the hot jet when the soil was heavy sod and clay.
4.0 Hot Firing Tests: The tests were conducted with the configuration
diagramatically illustrated in Figure Z.
The tests were made over three types of terrain: (a) deep sand pits,
(b) undisturbed sod, and (c) scalped clay-silt. Three different angles of approach
were used for each soil -- approximately 70 degrees; 54 degrees, and 41 degrees
with the horizontal. The rocket was fired as it passed the contactor stand some
6-1/2. feet above the soil surface. The vertical velocity was approximately 27
ft/sec in each case and the horizontal velocity varied with angle of approach -
nominally i0, 20 and 30 ft/sec for the 70 degrees, 54 degrees and 41 degrees
angles respectively.
Motion pictures were made at both Z4 and 84 frames per second.
Knowing the camera frame speed and referring to a background grid, it was
possible to trace the trajectory of the rocket carriage and to measure its hori-
zontal and vertical speed.
4. 1 Test Results: The test results are briefly summarized in Figure Z8
in terms of the maximum trench depth and width.
Figure Z9 is a photo of the carriage at the moment of firing (which
lasted approximately .3 second).
Figure 30 is a photo of the trench made in sand for a horizontal com-
ponent of approximately Z0 ft/sec. (a bit of the background grid shows at the
extreme left.
Figure 31 shows the crater produced in sand while the rocket was
held stationary.
Figure 32. shows the shallower trench left in the sod terrain. (Due to
lack of perspective and color contrasts the photo does not accurately portray
the actual interior dimensions very satisfactorily).
9
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In sand, the resulting trenches were long ovals approximately Z8 inches
wide at the top and Ii to 16 inches deep. The trench depth increased more or less
linearly from zero to the maximum depth which occurred at the end of travel.
The lateral cross section was a wide "V" in contour.
The sand trench contours and general dimensions are essentially simi-
lar to those obtained in the many tests conducted earlier in the program with
cold gas, and at a thrust level comparable to the rocket thrust.
The stationary shot which was fired into the sand produced a crater
which compared very well with those of the cold gas tests at the same thrust
level. The hot gas crater diameter was 43 inches, -- cold gas diameter 4Z
inches -- while the hot gas depth was 14 inches and cold gas depth was 18 inches.
In general, the variation of the hot test and cold test results for sand
(both moving and stationary) was within the scatter of the cold test data. We
can, therefore, conclude that the gas temperature condition is not significant
in crater formation.
The trenches produced in sod and earth however had distinctly different
characteristics from those in sand, apart from the different dimensions. The
sod and earth trench contours are illustrated in Figures 33 and 34.
The cratering begins within a horizontal distance of 4 feet from the
ignition point and while the rocket nozzle is 4 feet above the ground surface.
The crater grows wider and deeper as the rocket moves forward, for 2.-I/2 to
3 feet further. Then, there occurs a wider and slightly deeper area which we
have called the "blow out" area. This is followed by a narrow trench of about
I/3 the width but having essentially the same depth. This continues until the
carriage comes to rest. Here, a somewhat wider crater begins to form as the
thrust decays.
4. 7. Trajectories of the Rocket Carriage: Figures 35 through 37 are graphs
of the carriage paths obtained from the motion pictures. (The paths of two points
on the carriage are plotted since one is often prematurely obscured by dust and
smoke). The graphs were made from the 84 franle/sec, motion picture film.
The time between data points is . 0119 second. It is seen that about 60 milliseconds
elapse after the igniter fires and before the carriage begins to depart from its
straight-line path. This time is required for the chamber pressure to come up
to its normal thrust value.
5.0 Soil Shear Tests: Since the characteristics of the soil determine to a
large extent the shape and dimensions of the craters measurements were made
to determine the shear strength of sand and the field earth.
I0
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For the sand measurements the basic apparatus was arranged as in
Figure 38. An open frame 18 inches square and 4 inches high was placed on
the sand surface in a test bin. Two rails embedded in the sand assisted in
maintaining a horizontal motion. The frame was filled with sand and gently
tamped so that the sand in the frame and that in the bin were essentially a unit.
The shear force was measured with a spring dynamometer.
The maximum shear force necessary to pull the frame occurred
suddently as the sand formation "broke". This shear force also varied with
the load placed on the load plate shown in the figure. A plot of yield stress
versus normal load is shown in Figure 39. The shear stress varied linearly
with the normal stress with a slope of 0. 584. Using the Coulomb relation
T = c + _ tan _, the above slope would indicate a value of d_= 30. Z degrees
which is a typical value for sand.
The properties of clay are quite sensitive to the moisture content,
and consistent readings have been difficult to obtain. Observed values range
from 0.4 ibs/in z in wet loose clay to i. 6 Ibs/in z in specimens which had been
packed and allowed to dry for more than one week. The internal friction angle
varied from specimen to specimen, but was never greater than I0 degrees due
to air content. (See page 3Z for discussion).
The shear strength of the earth soil at the Hot Test Site was measured
in situ on undisturbed, nearby areas (see Figure 40).
The unloaded shear strength was i. 13 psi and this increased to 1.33
psi for normal loads of 1.Z psi, giving an internal friction angle _ = 9 degrees
for this soil.
A sample of the soil was also sent to a soil testing laboratory for
analysis of composition and moisture content. The results are summarized
in Figure 41.
6. 0 General Observations and Remarks:
The high pressure storage tank used in the test could safely
be pressurized to 4000 psi. Such a charge provided a full half-day of testing
in the field without recharging.
The trailer mount permits both the horizontal movement of the jet
while it is being fired, and the easy transportation to field locations. This
feature has proven to be very valuable in the tests of field clays.
A line pressure regulator and an electrically operated ball valve
serve to feed gas to the nozzle chamber. The feed tube extends laterally and
down from the trailer. The nozzle itself is mounted at the end of a vertical
II
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section of the tube so that by using extension sections of various lengths, the
nozzle may be positioned at a number of heights above the test surface.
Several factors tended to mask and confuse the effects which produce
the crater. Chief of these is the tendency for the soil to slump and to fall back
when pressurization ceases. Stable configurations during firing are not stable
when the firing stops.
This "fall back" effect is especially troublesome at crater depths
greater than iZ to 16 inches. It is quite random and while it usually begins
at depths of about a foot, ocassionally craters ZZ inches deep with nearly straight
sides and a diameter of 30 inches have been observed in damp sand (water con-
tent 6-7 percent).
Also, since much of the material thrown out often falls back into the
excavation, the final appearance of the crater is affected by the angle of repose
of the particular sand.
The cohesive properties of sand are greatly affected by the presence
of moisture. Even water contents of less than 1 percent are effective in changing
the coherence of sand.
In the case of wet clay, the slumping and fall back will proceed very
slowly and may continue for several minutes after the jet has been shut off.
However, for dryer clay there is little, if any, slumping - the crater walls re-
maining sharply sculptured. It may be pointed out that the strength properties
of clay are directly related to its water content.
Another factor which makes it difficult to control accurately the ex-
periroental conditions is that of obtaining a rapid rise and fall of pressure in
the cold gas jet. This is due to limitations of the valve which controls the gas
flow and its location several feet from the nozzle. Moving the valve nearer
to the nozzle would aid response time, but would also increase the danger of
soil particles entering and damaging the precise valve mechanism.
In view of these facts and the widely varying characteristics of real
soils, it is not surprising that the data is somewhat scattered. However, the
results are of sufficient accuracy to permit engineering determination of the
cratering mechanism to be made.
IV. DATA REDUCTION
i. 0 Ground Force: The total force on the ground and the surface pressure
distribution are the most basic causative parameters in crater formation_exclu-
sire of the soil properties. Therefore it was necessary to evaluate these quantities
as functions of nozzle height and chamber pressure. The total force was obtained
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by integrating the product of pressure at a given point and the element of area
on which the pressure was applied. For this purpose, the pressure distribution
plots of III, i.I, were divided into elementary rings and the area of each ring
multiplied by the average pressure existing at that location. Then, these pro-
ducts were summed over the whole impingement area.
The pressure distribution parameter a was taken to be the radius
at which the surface pressure had fallen to 5 percent of its peak value. The
data is presented in Figures 42, 43 and 44. Figure 42 is a dimensionless plot
of a/me as a function of h/me where a is as defined above, h is the nozzle
height above the ground and rne is the nozzle exit radius. Figure 43 is a plot
of the average surface pressure P = T/_ra z divided by the chamber pressure
as a function of h/rne • The value of P/Pc varied markedly with height of the
nozzle and with the general range of Pc. But the most remarkable fact is that
p/P c apparently varies cyclically with nozzle height.
It will be noticed that the median values of each curve slopes with
nozzle height, and that the lower the pressure range, the greater is the slope.
Some attempt has been made to correlate the cyclic function with
the "wavelength" of the Mach diamonds, but so far this has not been explored
extensively. If the points had not fallen so nicely on the oscillatory curves the
departure from the constant slopes would have been charged to data scatter.
The values of P /Pc obtained from integrating the vertical forces
in the concave surface are also plotted in Figure 43.
The "height" of the nozzle is taken as the distance to the concave
surface.
It will be noticed that in the case of the pressure on a concave surface
the P/P c for the higher chamber pressures is actually a little lower than that
for the lower chamber pressures. This is likely due to random errors.
Z. 0 Sand Craters: Figure 44 is a plot of sand crater Radius/a versus
P. Figure 45 shows a plot of the Depth/a of the sand craters 19.
3. 0 Clay Craters: As was mentioned previously, the data from firing
into clay varies quite a bit, due to variations in the clay properties. Figures
46 and 47 represent data taken in an area behind the Birmingham Airport which
had the most consistent and homogeneous soil readily available for testing.
Figure 46 is a plot of crater Radius/a versus P while Figure 47 shows the
Depth/a as a function of P.
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4. 0 High Speed Camera Studies: A series of high speed motion pictures
have been taken of the cratering action both in sand and clay. These movies
were taken with a Fastax camera at a framing rate of approximately 1000 frames/
second. These high speed pictures clearly illustrated that the material is lifted
up in a cake-like structure which blows out to form the crater. Selected frames
from the high speed movies are reproduced in Figure 48. The sand shot clearly
shows the domed structure with a fracture surface along a line which later becomes
the crater circumference. Perpendicular to this line are smaller fracture lines.
The clay shot also illustrates a lifting up of the soil material and the
formation of fracture lines. Due to inhomogeneities, the symmetry of the clay
shot was not as "clean" as the sand.
5. 0 Hot Firing Tests: For sand, the hot test and cold test data compare
quite well. The stationary sand crater dimensions for the hot and cold tests
are essentially the same within the scatter of the cold test data. In the moving
rocket tests a trench of uniform width and depth is formed whose dimensions
compare quite well with those of the trenches produced in the cold gas moving
tests. (Remember that in the hot tests the nozzle height was not constant due to
the vertical velocity component.) As a rough rule of thumb it has been found
that the stationary crater width (or diameter) is reduced by a factor of approxi-
mately 0. 67 and the depth by a factor of approximately 0. 5 by a moving source
in the velocity range studied.
In the rocket tests with earth and sod specimens a new phenomenon has
been observed. In these tests a large oblate area was formed near the point
where the motor :reached full thrust. This area then narrowed down to a trench
whose width was between I/3 and 1/Z that of the oblate region. The depth was
approximately Z/3 that of the oblate region.
The ratios of the dimensions of the oblate region to the stationary
crater dimensions correspond rather well to the dimension ratios for the sand
trenches, i.e., the width is approximately 0. 67 the stationary crater diameter
and the depth approximately 0. 5 the stationary crater depth which would be
predicted by the theory presented in the Mid-Project Report (5). For example, refer
to Figure 2.4. The average maximum oblate region width is 17 inches and the
depth 6 inches for earth. The soil yield stress was found to be I. 1 ibs/in z . For
a rocket thrust of 650 pounds the stationary crater depth would be II. 5 inches
and the diameter (or width) would be Z8.6 inches. Using the factors 0. 67 for
width and 0. 5 for depth, we obtain the dimensions of 19 inches and 5. 8 inches
for the oblate region width and depth respectively.
It was originally thought that the characteristic shape of the trenches
in earth and sod -that of a widened area followed by a narrow trench was due to
pitching and yawing of the rocket. However, careful examination of the motion
(5) "Soil Erosion by Landing Rockets," Contract NAS9-4825, Mid-Project Report
28 Feb. 1966
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pictures shows this is not the answer. Moreover the pictures do show an upward
vector of soil shooting up through the dust and smoke of the early erosion action,
at an angle of 30-40 degrees from the point of maximum width of the trench and
continuing long after the rocket has passed over this point.
V. THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF CRATER FORMATION
I. 0 General: The experimental data obtained from the static tests con-
ducted on sand and clay specimens indicate that, in the moderate-to-high thrust
region the crater is formed in two distinct steps: The first is an explositive-type
phenomenon in which a conical crater forms in the region about the jet, the sur-
face diameter of the cone corresponding to the final diameter of the crater. The
entire mass of material is lifted and then breaks up into smaller segments which
are "blown out". This process occurs in a relatively short time (on the order
of I00 - 200 milliseconds). The second step is a subsequent digging action in
which the depth increases but the radius remains essentially unchanged. This
latter process is extremely slow compared with the explosive action. Along
with these processes, there is also an erosive action in which the loose mate-
rial is removed from the surface of the ground by entrainment.
The following model will attempt to explain the initial process which
essentially determines the final crater radius and the "short Hme" crater depth.
The process is basically a failure of the soil _xlaterial in shear due to stresses
induced by the applied thrust load and as such depends only on the magnitude
and surface distribution of these loads and the yield shearing stress of the par-
ticular soil. Also, pressure gradients induced in the soil by diffusion of the jet
gases augment the effect in porous soil media and can be significant in these
materials.
It must be emphasized that the model proposed pertains to a quasi-
static phenomena in which the internal stresses compatible with the surface load-
ing are instantaneously reached. This simplification can be justified since the
linear dimensions of the craters are on the order of a few feet and the velocity
of propagation of stress waves in typical soils is in excess of 5, 000 ft/sec. Thus,
in the region of interest, the steady-state stresses are reached in times on the
order of a small fraction of a millisecond.
It is assumed that after the failure occurs the material inside the
failure contour is removed from the crater by internal pressures and also by
erosive and/or entrainment action. This will take place relatively rapidly for
sand. For clay, which breaks into large clods, the removal action proceeds at
a lower rate. However, the initial failure process will occur very quickly in
each case.
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Z. 0 Simulation of Jet or Rocket Cratering By Projectile Penetration:
A jet or rocket directed at and normal to a sol] surface gives rise to radially
symmetric normal and shearing stress distributions over the surface. When
the soil medium is permeable, there will be a time-dependent diffusion of the
hydrostatic pressure into the soil until eventually a steady state of pore pres-
sure distribution is reached. At the same time soil movements will occur.
For jet thrust levels which are low in relation to the strength and grain size
properties of the soil, the principal mechanism of grain movement is erosion
resulting from the shearing stresses caused by the jet at the surface.
However, for a given soil and jet, a thrust level exists at which the
gas pressures at and below the soil surface exceed the bearing capacity of the
material. Above this thrust the jet develops a hole in the soil relatively rapidly,
and this is followed by an explosive cratering event. The crater developed
changes only relatively slowly in time thereafter, principally by erosion. The
form of the crater is maintained by the combination of the gas flow and soil
properties. When the jet is cut off, the crater shape changes due to the change
in boundary conditions and the resulting diffusion of pore pressure out through
the surface under the new boundary pressure conditions.
Changes in pore pressure will always occur in the granular medium
as a result of the presence of the jet, but the relation of the time associated
with the pore pressure variation to the time involved in the cratering event
depends on the permeability of the soil medium. In a water-saturated fine-grained
soil like clay, the pore pressure Changes will be negligible for jet firing condi-
tions of seconds to minutes. On the other hand, the pore air pressure in a dry,
medium to coarse, sand probably changes sufficiently rapidly to play a signi-
ficant part in the cratering process.
A saturated clay soil exhibits very cohesive properties during a test
of the typical duration of a jet firing and consequently, with the absence of trans-
ient pore pressure consideration, the thrust level at which cratering will com-
mence can be calculated.
Z. 1 Explosive Cratering: It is assumed for the following analysis that the
effect of the radial shear stresses caused by the gas flow over the surface can be
neglected and that the jet effect can be represented by a normal pressure dis-
tribution over a circular area at the surface.
In this case, the bearing capacity of the cohesive soil is given by the
relation
T = _ az N c c (I)
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where N c is a constant with the approximate value of 5, a is the radius of the
circular area and e is the cohesive strength of the soil. Cratering will com-
mence when the thrust exceeds this value of T, or when
T 1_
- > Nc_5
a_ c c (Z)
(Refer to further discussion in Section VI, page 32).
where P =T/wa z is the average pressure on the loaded area.
In deep sands, the cratering event depends on the development of the pore pres-
sure in the soil, and consequently a cratering criterion must contain the soil's
permeability and include the time-dependent diffusion process.
2..2 Cratering Depth: It is possible to view the cratering mechanism of
the jet as being analogous to the penetration of a cylindrical projectile into the
soil. The crater depth is given by the maximum penetration of the projectile.
For this analogous situation, the diameter of the projectile will be taken to be
the effective diameter of the jet pressure at the surface, and the weight of the
projectile is taken equal to the jet thrust. Since the jet static pressure distri-
bution at the soil surface generally falls off from a maximum value at the inter-
section of the axis of the jet, it is considered that a cylindrical projectile with
0°a conical nose (vertex angle 9 ) gives a more suitable representation of the jet
behavior. The projectile length may be taken to be equal to its diameter, al-
though this is not an important consideration.
Consequently, it is desired to predict the penetration of this projec-
tile into a soil of selected properties under an appropriate value of gravity,
with an initial projectile velocity of zero.
There are two parts to the motion: those during and after the cone
penetration.
(I) During Cone Penetration
The relevant parameters are shown on Figure 49, which also indi-
cates the mechanism of deformation of the material around the tip of the cone.
The equation of motion of the projectile is obtained by equating the change of
momentum of the projectile and moving soil at a particular depth to the weight of
the projectile less the resistance offered by the soil. It is assumed that the soil
resistance can be calculated to be that which would be offered to the static pene-
tration of an object of the effective cone diameter at the soil surface. The soilts
shearing resistance is then considered to be developed as a succession of static
plastic states.
The weight of the projectile is given by rag, which is made equal to
the thrust of the jet; however, this is reduced by the weight of the soil in the
17
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annular region (I) (see Figure 49) which is equal to rr2g z3/3 . The soil
resistance is given by the usual approximate static soil mechanics (6) relation,
of which Eq. (I) is a special case.
F = _r z z N c c + _rz 3 Ny_ g (3)
where j_ is the soil's density, z enters because the cone angle is taken to
be 90 ° and N c and Ny are coefficients dependent upon the angle of friction of
the soil.
Equating the projectile and soil weights and the soil resistance from
Eq. (3) to the change of momentum of soil and projectile at depth z, and making
the result dimensionless by dividing throughout by J}g a 3 gives the equation in
a convenient form
d(V z ) + 6dZ zV z = 2(e - gZ z - hZ 3) (4)
dZ e+dZ 3 e -k dZ 3
in which d = 5.48 (a geometrical constant)
m
e = M = .p a3
g = NcB (not gravity)
h = _r/3 +_rN
Y
B = c/d_ ga
V = v/_/-ga
Z = z/a
and v is the velocity.
The term in V 2 arises through the inertial resistance of the soil. The solution
to Eq. (4) is
VZ_ 1 ]e z V" z + Z eZZ Zeg Z3 +(e + dZ 3 )2 ,- 1 - 3
(ed - eh)Z 4/2. -.dg Z 6/3 - ZdhZ 7 /71 (s)J
and in this case, the initial velocity V i is to be taken equal to zero.
(2) Cone Penetration Complete
Figure 49 shows the mechanism of deformation after complete pene-
tration of the cone into the soil. In this stage of motion the mass of moving soil
(6) Scott, R. F. , "Principles of Soil Mechanics", Chap. 9, Addison-Wesley,
Reading, Mass., 1963
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is varying linearly with depth rather thanwith the third power of depth as with
cone penetration. Also, an annular mass of soil is moving upward and its weight
opposes the motion.
At this stage, the static shearing resistance of the soil to the move-
ment of the projectile is given by the equation
f = Tr az N c c + w a z N / _ga + w a z Nq _ g(z-a) +
6w a(z-a) c + 3_r K o _ ga(z-a) z tan qb (6)
in which, on the right-hand side, the first two terms are the same as those of
the right-hand side of Eq. (3), but in which the radius a replaces the radius z
of Eq. (3). The third term arises because the projectile has to overcome the
shearing resistance caused by the depth (z - a) of the base of the cylindrical
portion below the ground surface, and the fourth and fifth terms represent the
cohesive and frictional shearing resistance of the soil along the periphery of the
region (_ in Figure 49. In Eq. (6) Nq and K o are coefficients related to the angle
of internal friction of the soil, the latter is usually taken equal to 0. 5.
In addition, the motion is assisted by the weight of the projectile rag,
as before, and resisted by the weight of the moving regions of soil @_ _ in
Figure 49. The height of the region (27 above the original surface is given by
the requirement that the volume of this portion is equal to the volume of the
cavity formed by the projectile. With this condition, the gravitational forces
assisting penetration are equal to mg -)o ga 3.
Taking the change in momentum to be equal to the sum of the gravita-
tional terms and the soills shearing resistance and making the resulting equa-
tion of motion dimensionless as before by dividing throughout by jO ga 3.
gives the equation of motion
dV_z + ZqV 2 = 2( r-s Z-tZ z) (7)
dZ P + qZ P + qZ
where p = M + 2. 04
q = 3.5
r = M + 27.25 - B(w Nc - 6w ) -w N_ / +
WNq - 3 wKotan qb
s = 6wB +WNq - 6 w K o tan_ + 9 w
t = 3w Kotan qb
K o, Nq = coefficients depending on angle of internal
friction of soil; K o usually equal to 0. 5(6).
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The solution to Eq. (7) is
V2 1
-4p+qZ)2 [ 2prZ+4qr-p s)Z2 -2(qs+pr) z3 z4 +u ]' '3 2 48)
where u has to be obtained from the initial condition that V is given by V in
Eq. (5) at the depth z = a(Z = i).
Equations (6) and (8) can then be used to give the motion of the projec-
tile during penetration and, in particular, the maximum depth of penetration.
Z. 3 Effects of Pore Pressure: In a cohesionless soil (sand)it is expected
that the results will be influenced by pore air pressure effects generated by the
jet. These tend, by increasing the pore pressure, to decrease the effective
strength of the soil. Consequently, a solution for the maximum depth of pene-
tration of a projectile in a cohesionless soil based on Eqs. (5) and (8) will give
penetration depths in general smaller than those observed experimentally. The
pore pressure effect can be accounted for approximately in the projectile analogy
as follows.
The strength T of a cohesionless soil, as used in the bearing capa-
city equations of the preceding section is given by the Coulomb equation
T = -_ tan ¢ (9)
where _ is the so-called effective normal stress acting across a shear sur-
face in the soil and ¢ is the angle of internal friction of the material. Terzaghi's
effective stress hypothesis (Reference 6, pp. ZT0-ZT2) is that
?= Wn - P (I0)
where _n is the total normal stress and p is the hydrostatic pore pressure.
Thus, Eq. (9) becomes
T = (_ - p) tan ¢ (II)
which may be written alternatively as
T =- p tan¢ + _ tan ¢ (12)
However, the general equation for the strength of a soil with both cohesive and
frictional properties and on which the general bearing capacity equations are
based, is
T = c + _ tan ¢ 413)
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The value of c in Eqs. (5) and (8) is obtained from Eq. (13) applied to soil
shearing test results. Consequently, comparing Eqs. (12) and (13) it can be
seen that if we place in Eqs. (5) and (8) a value of c equal to - p tan
we will get a depth of penetration modified by a pore pressure p . Naturally,
this value of c cannot be greater (negatively) than _ tan _# .
A method of calculating the pore pressure p to use in the calculation
of an equivalent c for a cohesionless soil with pore pressure effects is given
in Section 3.
3. 0 Pressure Buildup in Soil: In a highly porous soil or in one possessing
many fissures or cracks, pressure buildup will substantially effect the cratering
process. A sophisticated treatment of this phenomena is extremely complicated
and was beyond the scope of the present program. However, the following approx-
imate analysis will be indicative of the importance of this factor in certain soil
conditions.
3. 1 Soil Pressurization Model: The soil is assumed to possess a large
number of small tubes or capillaries per unit of surface area as illustrated in
Figure 50. The diameters of the capillaries are so small that viscous flow can
be assumed to exist in all cases. The gas flow is governed bythe Stokes-Navier
equations and by the equation of continuity and is extremely complex. To sim-
plify the analysis it was assumed that the gas flow in the soil is laminar, and the
steady-state flow conditions have been reached.
The steady-state flow assumption is questionable during crater for-
mation, but should give an upper limit on the pressure forces. To account for
the time-dependent flow would require integration of a non-linear partial dif-
ferential equation and as such, was not feasible. Laminar flow should be ex-
pected some distance in the soil from the jet.
With these assumptions, the flow in a segt_on of a capillary of length
_i (see Figure 50) is given byPoiseuille's formula 17! which may be expressed
as
P d z (14)_V
where v = flow velocity vector
_7 p = pressure gradient
= coefficient of viscosity
d = capillary diameter
(7) Joos, G., "Theoretical Physics", p. 203, Hafner Publishing Co., N.Y.
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For steady-state conditions, the equation of continuity, which states
that the amount of fluid leaving an element of volume equals that going in plus
that created in the volume element, gives
. = 0 (is)
where _ = gas density
If we assume that the gas expansion in the soil is isothermal, we have p _._ .
Combining Eqs. (14) and (15) gives
. (p_ p) : 0 (16)
or
(p2) = o (17)
where _7 z is the Laplacian operator.
3. 2 Solution of Pressure Eqs. : The steady-state pressure in the soil
resulting from diffusion is given by Eq. (17) which is Laplacets equation in p 2.
To solve this equation, we will assume that the flow is azimuthally symmetric
and that the pressure source on the ground surface (the jet impingement point)
is a mathematical point. As in the case of stress distribution, a point source
approximation enormously simplifies the solution and is valid at distances greater
than three times the loaded radius.
The boundary condition which must be met is that the pressure is
equal to P co , the ambient atmospheric pressure, at large distances from the
impingement point.
A solution to Eq. (17) which meets these conditions is
= 4 cos O
P P oo I + B_ (18)
where R = radius vector from impingement
point
O = angle with respect to normal-to-ground
surface
B = constant related to jet strength
To evaluate B we will require that the integral of the soil overpressure
p _ Pco , over a hemispherical surface in the soil whose radius R o is large
compared with the crater dimension, be equal to a specified fraction f of the
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total thrust, i.e. ,
_s (P - P_) (19)
dA N_ fT
Over the hemispherical surface dA = Zw R z sin 0 d0 , and O goes fromo
0 - w/Z. Assuming R o large we obtain B = ZfT/w poo and thus,
Jl Zf__T_Tcose
P = Pco +=poo R _ (Z0)
At large distances from the jet (large R) Eq. (Z0) can be simplified by expanding
the radical and keeping the first two terms to give
fT cos @
P = Poo + --_ RZ + . . . (21)
For a point directly under the jet cos 0 = 1 and R = Z so that
P- P0o- fr (ZZ)
_Z z
Equation (ZZ) has been used to estimate the soil pore pressure for the cratering
calculations.
The quantity f is an empirical term whose value lies between zero and
unity and is a measure of the correctness of the steady-state approximation. For
highly porous soils such as sand where the steady-state condition is quickly reached
f will assume a value on the order of unity. For compact soils such as wet clay, f
will be quite small since the amount of diffusion occurring in times comparable
to the jet action time will be negligible.
It must be emphasized again that this diffusion model is quite crude and
can be used only as an estimate of the soil pressure. It does not account for the
time rate of change of the flow conditions of the soil or the change in the ground
surface contour during crater formation. However, for highly porous sand where
the steady-state conditions may be reached quickly before a large amount of crater
material has been ejected, the model should give somewhat reasonable results.
4. 0 Crater Radius: The penetration model presented in Section Z of the
theoretical analysis which has been used to predict the crater depth does not
yield an expression for the crater radius. To obtain an expression for this
quantity and its relation to depth a model based on the theory of elasticity has
been utilized. The behavior of the soil material which is evicted to form the
crater is of course governed by the equations of plasticity, as is discussed in
Section Z. However, the elastic equations yield a relatively simple expression
for the crater dimensions which have been used to predict the depth/radius-ratio,
Z3
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and which provides a lower bound for the over-all cratering effects, as will be
discussed in Section 5.
This method of calculation of crater radius is highly approximate
and cannot be rigorously justified. However, it has the virtue of simplicity
and appears to agree with the test data reasonably well for the jet conditions
studied in this program.
4.1 Point Load Solution: Since the effective area of application of the
surface loads is considerably smaller than the crater dimensions for the jet
which was used in the tests, the external load is assumed to be a concentrated
point load. This is justified through St. Venant's principle which states that
influences in a body due to two sets of statically equivalent forces (or moments)
applied to a small part of its surface have no significant difference at distances
which are large compared with dimensions of that part of surface. (The flat
plate pressure tests show that the surface pressure is negligible four inches
from the center of the jet. ) Assuming that the material in the region of interest
is homogeneous and isotropic, the problem reduces to Bossinesq's problem of
semi-infinite space subjected to the normally applied loads (8).
The process of the crater formation based on the elastic failure model
is illustrated in Figure 51. The salient features of the analysis are summarized
in the following five steps:
(a) The stress distribution in the semi-infinite body is
determined from the Bossinesq's solution, assum-
ing point loading,
(b) The octahedral shearing stress at any location in the
region is determined and equated to the yielding shear-
ing stress of the soil to obtain the first stage failure
surface. Inside this surface the octahedral shearing
stress is greater than yield, while outside, less than
yield. The surface thus obtained is a closed surface
which is approximately a sphere whose upper surface
is bounded by the surface of the soil,
(c) The material inside this surface is now assumed to
become a medium which distributes the externally
applied load uniformly along and normal to the surface.
(d) The pressure loading on the initial surface now intro-
duces additional stresses in the unfailed medium, which
(8) Timoshenko, S.ar_IJ. N. Goodier, Theory of Elasticity, gnd Edition,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1951, pp. 364-369.
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causes a failure along a cone defined by the
direction of the maximum induced forces,
(e) The part of the soil within the first stage
failure surface and that enclosed by the cone
are removed to form the initial crater.
In the step (b) of analysis, the soil is assumed to be incompressible
and hence, Poissonts ratio may be taken to be 0. 5. From the theory of plas-
ticity the elastic medium goes to the plastic range when the octahedral shearing
stress exceeds the yielding shearing stress of the medium.
On account of the axial symmetry of the state of stresses about the
z-axis through the origin O the shearing stresses in the vertical, radial planes
are equal to zero. The other stress components are obtained by means of a
stress function satisfying the boundary conditions of a semi-finite body. This
solution is known as Bossinesq's equations (8),which are shown as follows
T [ l-2w 3zr 2 ]U r : Z w R(R + z) - R 5 "-
[ ] (z3)T(I 2w) L i zu t : Z _ - R(R + z) + --R-T-
]3T z
Uz = 2_ R _
3T zz r
TrZ -- Z W aS-
where Ur , _t , and Uz are the normal stresses in radial, tangential and
vertical direction in cylindrical coordinate system, Trz the shearing stress in
rz-plane, T the concentrated force applied normally at 0, the Poissonls
ratio of the soil medium and R = _/-rz + zz . For incompressible solids, the
Poisson's ratio _0 has a value of 0.5 and, thus, the stress components become
T 3zr z
_r - Z_ (-' iR5 )
u t = 0
T 3z 3
Cz - 2. w ( - --_---) (a4)
3z z r
T (_ ',R 5 _ )Trz - 2. _"
Z5
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The octahedral shearing stress is given in the cylindrical coordinate system as
follow s:
[ ]'1 _ _ )z z -:2"Toct. =T (_r - _t )z + (_t _z)z + (_z _r + 6 T rz (25)
Substituting Eq.(Z4) into Eq. (7.5) yields
Tz
Toct.= _/2Tr R 3 "" (26)
From theory of plasticity, the material goes into plastic range when
(27)
> CTOCto --
where c is the yielding shearing stress of the material.
Thus, replacing Toct by c in Eq. (26) gives the equation of a surface
in which the soil becomes a perfect plastic medium without shearing strength, i. e. ,
Z
W r _ (ZS)
(rZ + zZ )= (_]-2Tr c ) z
or_ 4_ z__
3 3
r 2 + z 2 = k z (29)
where
1
2
T ) (30)k = (V2.r c
or
k= 0. 475 j T_ (31)
c
The maximum depth occurs at r = o,
(Z)max" : k = 0.475J _c (32)
and the maximum radius of the surface occurs at z = 0. 44k,
(r)max" = 0.6Zk (33)
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A plot of Eq. (29) is illustrated in Figure 51 as the initial rupture surface.
The initial crater depth D from the elastic model is equal to the
maximum depth of the elastic failure surface calculated as Eq. (32) and is thus
given by
D = (Z)max" = 0.475J T (34)c
Crater Radius: Following the first stage of failure, the soil medium
inside the initial surface of failure is assumed to behave like a fluid which dis-
tributes the externally applied load uniformly over and normal to the surface.
The surface pressure is simply given by
r (35)p -- __ QFA
where .A is the surface area and e is a dimensionless constant expressing the
fraction of the total load acting on the failure surface, Its numerical value is
unimportant in the subsequent discussions, The surface area A may be obtained
by evaluating the integral f"
A = 2 wJ rds
S
#,= 2 r +( ) dz
Using Eq. (zg) the integral yields
A = 1.384 _ kz (37)
As shown in Figure 51, the pressure over the surface MOM' tends to push
the soil above the MM' plane out to form the crater.
An exact calculation of the stress distribution in the surrounding
medium resulting from the pressure exerted b_r tlxe "perfect fluid" inside the
initial surface is an extremely difficult and forl_lidable problem in three dimen-
sional elasticity theory, and has not been attempted. Instead, a basic assump-
tion has been made in the analysis. It is assul_ed that the maximum shearing
stresses are along a cone which begins atthe maximum radius of the initial
surface (points M and M' in Figure 51).
The tangent of the cone angle is given by the ratio of the vertical and
horizontal components of the forces above the surfaces OM and OM'. A rup-
ture will occur along this cone which thus defines the secondary surface. The
crater radius is determined by the intersection of the rupture cone with the
ground surface.
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The forces are calculated as follows:
0. 62
F z : Zw aq0kz q dq
0.44 z i
_- z _- (38)
F r = 2Tr_pkZ (_ - £- ) d
0
where _ and _ are normalize d variables defined as
z r
- k ' rl - k (39)
After integration of Eqo (38) and also making use of Eqs. (35) and (37), the force
components are obtained:
F r = 0. 33Z T _ (40)
Fz = 0.275 T_
Then, from geometry, !_z 0. 44k
tan a -
F r R - 0. 6Zl< (41)
where R is the crater radius.
Then, from Eq. (4_)
= tan -I 0. 275 - 39. 6 degrees (42)
0. 33Z
R = i. iSik = i. iSiD (43)
Equation (43) can be used to prescribe crater radius in terms of crater depth.
5. 0 Incipient C_ratering Boundary: The plastic flow penetration model
gives the condition P/c > 5 (Eq. (2)) for cratering to occur by the shear
failure mechanism. For lower surface pressures cratering is due to the ero-
sion process which has been reported by various workers (References 2, 3, 4).
It is of interest to compare the cratering boundary obtained from the
plastic mode] with that obtained from the yield condition (Eq. (27)) of elasticity.
This latter quantity can be obtained by considering the load to be applied over a
finite surface area.
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A solution for the stress distributions for the case of a load uniformly
distributed over a circular area of radius a, as shown in Figure 52 may be found
in the literature (9). The general expression is somewhat involved and will not
be presented here. However, for a point directly under the resultant load, i.e. ,
r = o, the expression is considerably simplified (8) and the stresses are given by:
z3
(a'+z' - I]
_ 3z z3 --
_r= _t =[ -2+V(aZ + z _. ) V(a _. + z z )3 _] P (44)
T = 0
rz
in which the Poissons's ratio is taken as 0. 5. P is the average surface pressure
over the loaded area and is defined as P = T/ Traz . By the same criterion used
in Eq. (27), the equation defined the maximum depth is obtained:
1 + = 0.79 (45)
The dimensionless crater depth (D/a) as a function of P/c as obtained from
solution of Eq. (45) is also shown in Figure 52. Cratering corr_mences when
_/ ?/c > 1. 92 , or P/c > 3. 7.
The two boundary regions P/c = 5 and 3. 7 give a measure of com-
parison of the plastic flow penetration model and the elastic model for the low
thrust region. The boundary for the elastic model is about 30 percent lower than
the plastic model. This shows that the elastic model gives a lower bound for the
cratering process and also implies that for the lower surface pressures and total
force levels the crater dimensions obtained from the elastic model would be
approximately correct. This provides a measure of justification of its use to
calculate the crater depth -radius relation. However, it must be emphasized
that for higher stresses the elastic model is not valid and the penetration model
must be used.
Parenthetically, it will be noted in Figure 52 that for D/a = 3 the
crater depth for this distributed load elastic model is given by D/a = 0. 84 %/ff/c
to an accuracy better than I0 percent. This is identical to the point load solution
(Eq. (34)) if we set T = w az P. This result is what would be expected from
St. Venant ts principle.
(9) A. E. H. Love, Transactions Royal Society (London), Series A, Vol. 228,1929.
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6. 0 Gravitational Effects (Elastic Model): The elastic model of Section 4
which has been used to determine the crater radius-depth relation has an ad-
vantage of simplicity and will serve as a rough rule-of-thumb prediction o£
the crater dimensions for lower thrusts and surface pressure conditions. How-
ever, the development of Section4 is not valid for soils such as sand which possess
low cohesive strengths and whose yield strength is primarily due to Coulomb fric-
tion between the individual soil particles.
In such materials, the yielding stress is given by a relation of the
form
T = c + un tan q5 (46)
Normally for sand, c is quite small while _ is on the order of 30 degrees.
In sand, c is primarily a function of moisture content and is largest for damp
sands. In sand the frictional forces arising from gravitational loading are pri-
marily responsible for the strength properties. Therefore, these effects must
be included to treat such soils.
Gravitational forces give rise to a vertical stress component - _ Z
and a stress component in any plane perpendicular to the gravitational field - I4y Z.
Here, _/ is the soil specific weight and K is a dimensionless constant whose
value ranges from about 0.5 for a soil which has never known stresses other than
those due to an existing overburden, to unity or greater if cycles of stress applica-
tion and release have occurred. I4 is commonly referred to in literature as the
earth pressure coefficient and must be regarded as a semi-empirical soil param-
eter which is constant over a certain range of loading conditions, depending on
the particular soil. Using the point load approximation for the stresses induced
in the soil by the jet forces with T = w a zp the stresses in the soil directly
under the jet ( r = o) are given by:
ut =u r =-K_ Z
3a z P (47)
uz : - 2Z---2---- y Z
Trz = 0
The yield condition gives for the point directly under the jet:
3 u z _ u t ; T
The normal stress across the yielding surface, Un , is given by the first stress
invarient
u + ut + u z Uz +gut
Un = r = (49)3 3
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Thus, the yield condition is:
_-gl_z-3 _t = c +l_z + 3Z_ t tan qb (50)
From Eqs. (47) and (50) we obtain the following expression for the crater depth:
n (D/a) 3 + m (D/a) z - 1 = 0 (51)
where 2. tan_ + _-Z 2 y a
n =[ 4-2-tan¢. K- 1] 3>
2 c
m = d-Z - tanqb P
It will be noted that when _/ = 0, and qb = 0, n = 0 and the depth equation reduces
to
-- = 0.84 .
a c
For cohesionless soils, c = o, the equation becomes
l_
a
VI. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND TEST DATA
Comparison of the crater radius and depth data with the theory presented
in Section V is made in Figures 44 through 47 in the form of curves passing
through the test data points. The parameter c is the yield stress of the mate-
rial under zero normal load. The solid lines are based on the penetration model
(Eqs. (4) and (7)) while the dashed lines are based on the elastic failure criteria
(Eq. 51). Both modelswere included for comparative purposes. However, the
penetration model based on plasticity equations is the more nearly correct,
theoretically. The elastic model is included because of the basic simplicity ofthe
c rate ring equation s.
In Figures 44 and 46 the theoretical radius curves were obtained from the
relation R = I. 15D (Eq. (43)).
Figures 44 and 45 are for cohesionless sand and for sand having a cohesive
strength of 0. Z psi. This represents the upper limit to be expected for the sand
cohesive strength in the moist condition. In all curves the internal friction angle
qb is 30 degrees_ and K is 0. 5.
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Also included are curves showing the effects of soil pore pressure induced
by diffusion. The soilpore pressure effects were calculated by replacing the
soil cohesive stress c by the term- {P - P0e )tan _b obtained from Eq. (Z2)
and using this quantity in the penetration equations (Eqs. (4) and (7)) and in the
elastic failure equations (Eq. (51)). It can be seen that in sand the pressure
buildup is quite significant in crater formation for the lower surface pressure
(thrust) conditions. At the higher pressure conditions its effect is less pronounced.
For examplep with a surface pressure of 25 psi the penetration model shows that
the crater dimensions are increased by a factor of about 30 percent while at 6 psi
they are more than doubled. In the very low surface pressure region)buildup
may be even more significant than is indicated inthe figures. Certain approxi-
mations made in solving the penetration equations with pore pressure included are
not entirely valid in this region and somewhat underpredict the effect. Further in-
vestigations along these lines are considered desirable to completely evaluate
this effect.
Figures 46 and 47 are for clay. In these calculations the clay was assumed
to be perfectly plastic, i.e. , d_ = 0. The parameter is the cohesive strength c.
In the shear tests conducted on the clay at the cold test site, c was found to vary
from about 0.4 psi to values as great as io6 psi at points as close as 20 feet to
each other. However, the friction angle was less than i0 degrees in each case.
It can be seen that the theoretical curves fit the data within the observed range of
the cohesive strength.
At this point it is worthy to note that the measured shear strength was quite
low. For homogeneous soft clay the shear strength is normally 5 - i0 psi. It is
believed that the low value resulted from minute faults and fissures in the clay
soil and the resultant trapped air. For shear tests involving small amounts of
material, relatively homogeneous samples would be encountered and the meas-
ured strength would be large. However, in large samples the effects of the
faults would be evident since failure would first be along the weakest fault.
After the initial failure, local stress concentrations would reach quite high
values in the fault areas and will thus cause the effective shear strength of
this large sample to be much less than a small sample. The shear test appara-
tus used was 18" x 18 '_x 4 '_and sheared an area comparable to the crater area.
The shear strength measured by this apparatus was thus approximately the effec-
tive shear strength of the medium for purposes of cratering calculations.
It is of some interest to compare the results of the more theoretically
correct penetration model (solid curves) to the elastic failure model (dashed
lines). For cohesionless rrlaterials (sand) the elastic failure model yields a
function dependence of _F_ for crater dimensions and for cohesive soils _.
The penetration model gives a somewhat complicated dependance of crater dimen-
sions on P but it can be shown that for large P the variation is as the first
power. This trend appears to be compatible with the crater depth data, especially
for clay.
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It can be seen that for small P the elastic model overpredicts the crater
dimensions_ as is explained in Section V of the report where the boundary
regions for "explosive" cratering are derived, and thus this represents a con-
servative engineering tool for estimating crater dimensions. However, for
high surface pressure levels the results are much too small.
The crater radius which is based on the relation R = i.15D is valid in the
low pressure region, but will break down at higher levels as is indicated in
Figure 44(sand). A more accurate calculation of crater radius will require
further theoretical development.
VII. EVALUATION OF PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS
All technical contractual objectives of the program have been achieved. In
addition, certain areas were investigated which were beyond the original scope
of the program when it became apparent in the course of the study that they were
significant.
In the test program all the hot firing tests specified were performed, and in
addition, a number of static hot tests were made. In the cold gas tests, a large
number of stationary and moving tests were performed to evaluate the basic
cratering mechanism. In some instances, these were covered by high speed
(Fastax) camera photography which gave particular insight into the process of
crater formation. A hitherto unenumerated cratering process was observed
from these movies. When the surface pressure from the jet is greater than a
relatively low value,cratering results from an "explosive" process rather than
from gradual erosion. The ejected material rose to a height of 60 feet in some
cases.
In moving jets the crater (or trench) dimensions have been found to be re-
duced from the stationary values by a factor of 2/3 in width and I/2 in depth for
horizontal velocities up to 30 ft/sec. These empirical factors appear to be valid
within the scatter of the test data.
A series of theoretical equations have been developed which predict the
static explosive crater dimensions within the accuracy of the test data and which
can be used to determine the crater dimensions resulting from a single jet at
normal incidence over a homogeneous soil. The significant parameters are the
jet ground pressure distribution and the soil cohesive strength and friction angle.
For jet surface pressures less than approximately i0 psi the crater depth
can be predicted by Eq.(51) for materials having both friction and cohesion and
by Eq.(45) for perfectly plastic materials (clay). The radius is given by the
relation R = 1.15D. The crater dimensions given by these relations will be
somewhat larger than the actual dimensions in the low pressure range and will
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serve as a useful engineering tool in this case. The boundary region for explosive
cratering is given by P/c = 3. 7 for materials where pore pressure can be
neglected (wet clay soils). P and c are the jet surface pressure and soil co-
hesive strengths, respectively. Pore pressure effects will reduce this boundary
by a significant amount in porous soils. Detailed evaluation of this will require
further inve stigation.
For higher surface pressures the more complicated penetration model
(Eqs.(4) and (7)) must be used since the "engineering equations " underpredict the
crater dimensions in this region. The surface pressure regions where the "en-
gineering equations" should no longer be used will depend to a large extent on the
apparent seriousness of the problem as per theseequations, time available for
more detailed analysis, and the judgment of the practicing engineer.
The soil cohesive strength parameter c, which is used in all calculations,
should be determined by shearing tests involving large samples of the material
comparable to the crater dimensions rather than small samples. Such tests will
include the effects of faults and fissures, etc. , which are present in real soils.
The results of the program have been substantial, but point out many prob-
lem areas which should be further investigated. For example, it is apparent
that "explosive" cratering can be potentially dangerous in many mission appli-
cations and this phenomenon should be thoroughly determined. The phenomenon
may be especially important in the LEM system since the Surveyor and Russian
lunar programs have shown that the lunar surface is in many respects like loose
porous sand. When the Descent Stage is firing at full thrust near the ground, the
surface pressure will be in excess of 1 psi. The pore pressure induced by the jet,
coupled with the low lunar gravity, will drastically reduce the Coulomb frictional
forces in the soil and the threshhold pressure, for "explosive" cratering will be
quite low. The pore pressure effect can be more significant in a vacuum environ-
ment than for a jet firing in the ambient atmosphere and will offset the lower
surface pressures resulting from greater jet expansion in a vacuum. Thus, one
could reasonably expect violent explosive cratering. The height which the ejected
debris will travel will be much higher than on earth, due both to the reduced gravity
and the absence of atmosphere.
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SUMMARY -- HOT FIRING TESTS
Average Ave rage Trench Dimensions
Ho rizontal Ve rtical Maximum Maximum
Velocity Velocity Width Depth
Soil Ft/Sec Ft/Sec Inches Inches
Sand II.5 Z5.3 34 16
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Sod Z8.9 Z6.0 19 6
Sand Stationary {Dia. ) 43 14
Nozzle Height = 18"
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STATIONARY HOT FIRING - SAND
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